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The hydrologic/hydraulic analysis indicates that the spillway will pass only 8%
of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). The dam will be overtopped by 3 feet and
0.7 feet by the PMF and 1/2 PMF respectively. Failure of the dam during the
1/2 Ptr event would significantly increase the downstream hazard fron that
which would exist just prior to failure of the dam. The spillway capacity,
therefore, is assessed as "seriously inadequate" and the dam is assessed as
unsafe, non-energency.

The classification of "unsafe" appijed to a dam because of a "seriously inade-
quate spillway" is not meant to connote the sane degree of emergency as would
be associated with an "unsafe" classification applied for a structural de-
ficiency. It does mean, however, that, based on an initial screening and pre-
liminary conputations, there appears to be a serious deficiency in spillway
capacity so that, if a severe storm were to occur, overtopping and failure of
the dan would take place, significantly increasing the hazard to loss of life
downstrear from the dam.

It is, therefore, recommended that within 3 months of notification to the
Owner a detailed hydrologic/hydraulic investigation of the structure should be
undertaken to more accurately determine the site specific characteristics of
the watershed and their effect upon the overtopping potential of the dam. The
results of these investigations will determine the appropriate remedial mea-
sures which will be required to achieve adequate spillway capacity. This re-
medial work should be completed within 18 months. In the interim, a detailed
emergency action plan must be developed -and. implemented during periods of un-
usually heavy precipitation. Also, aroind-the-clock surveillance of the struc-
ture must be provided during these periods.
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I
PREFACE

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the Recommended Guide-
lines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for Phase I Investigations. Copies
of these guidelines may be obtained from the Office of Chief of Engineers,
Washington, D.C. 20314. The purpose of a Phase I Investigation is to
identify expeditiously those dams which may pose hazards to human life or
property. The assessment of the general condition of the dam is based
upon available data and visual inspections. Detailed investigation and

analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface investigations, test-
ing, and detailed computational evaluations are beyond the scope of a
Phase I Investigation; however, the investigation is intended to identify
any need for such studies.

In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the reported condi-
tion of the dam is based on observations of field conditions at the time
of inspection along with data available to the inspection team. In cases
where the reservoir was lowered or drained prior to inspection, such ac-
tion, while improving the stability and safety of the dam, removes the
normal load on the structure and may obscure certain conditions which
might otherwise be detectable if inspected under the normal operating en-
vironment of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends on numerous
and constantly changing internal and external conditions, and is evolu-
tionary in nature. It would be incorrect to assume that the present con-
dition of the dam will continue to represent the condition of the dam at
some point in the future. Only through frequent inspections can unsafe
conditions be detected and only through continued care and maintenance canthese conditions be prevented or corrected.

Phase I inspections are not intended to provide detailed hydrologic and
hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the established Guidelines, the
Spillway Test flood is based on the estimated "Probable Maximum Flood" for
the region (greatest reasonably possible storm runoff), or fractions
thereof. Because of the magnitude and rarity of such a storm event, a
finding that a spillway will not pass the test flood should not be inter-
preted as necessarily posing a highly inadequate condition. The test
flood provides a measure of relative spillway capacity and serves as an
aid in determining the need for more detailed hydrologic and hydraulic
studies, considering the size of the dam, its general condition and the
downstream damage potential.
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PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT

I NATIONAL DAM SAFETY PROGRAM

I Name of Dam: Lock 4 Embankment Waterford Flight Dam
I.D. No. NY 968

State Located: New York
County: Saratoga
Watershed: Mohawk River Basin
Stream: Canal linking Mohawk and Hudson Rivers
Date of Inspection: May 1, 1981

ASSESSMENT OF GENERAL CONDITIONS

The examination of documents and visual inspection of the Lock 4 Embankment
Waterford Flight Dam did not reveal conditions which constitute an immediate
hazard to human life or property. The dam, however, has a number of problem
areas which require further investigation and remedial work.

The hydrologic/hydraulic analysis indicates that the spillway will pass only 8%
of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF). The dam will be overtopped by 3 feet and
0.7 feet by the PMF and 1/2 PMF respectively. Failure of the dam during the
1/2 PMF event would significantly increase the downstream hazard from that
which would exist just prior to failure of the dam. The spillway capacity,

I therefore, is assessed as "seriously inadequate" and the dam is assessed as
* unsafe, non-emergency.

The classification of "unsafe" applied to a dam because of a "seriously inade-
quate spillway" is not meant to connote the same degree of emergency as would
be associated with an "unsafe" classification applied for a structural de-
ficiency. It does mean, however, that, based on an initial screening and pre-
liminary computations, there appears to be a serious deficiency in spillway
capacity so that, if a severe storm were to occur, overtopping and failure of
the dam would take place, significantly increasing the hazard to loss of life

I downstream from the dam.

It is, therefore, recommended that within 3 months of notification to the
Owner a detailed hydrologic/hydraulic investigation of the structure should be

I undertaken to more accurately determine the site specific characteristics of
the watershed and their effect upon the overtopping potential of the dam. The
results of these investigations will determine the appropriate remedial mea-
sures which will be required to achieve adequate spillway capacity. This re-
medial work should be completed within 18 months. In the interim, a detailed
emergency action plan must be developed and implemented during periods of un-
usually heavy precipitation. Also, around-the-clock surveillance of the struc-
ture must be provided during these periods.

The structural stability analysis indicates unsatisfactory stability would re-
sult from loadings which could occur under the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) and
1/2 PMF events. A structural stability investigation should be commenced with-

in 3 months to determine the characteristics of the uplift forces acting on the
dam, the properties of the existing dam and foundation, and the effect of these

1



conditions on the stability of the dam. Remedial work should be undertaken
depending on the results of this investigation and completed within 18 months.

The following remedial work should be undertaken within one year:

1. Appropriate steps should be taken to eliminate woodchucks from the
embankments and the burrows should be filled.

2. Slopes and crest of the dam should be cleared of trees and brush and
a suitable sod cover established to provide easy access for inspec-
tion of the facility.

3. The swampy area at the toe of the right embankment should be drained
and a system of drainage ditches should be established to allow
inspection of the area. This area should then be examined for signs
of seepage.

4. The excavation on the slope of the right embankment near the opening
into-Lock No. 4 should be filled, and the slope restored to its
original shape.

5. A formalized inspection system should be initiated to develop data on
the conditions and maintenance operations at the facility.

6. A flood warning and emergency evacuation system should be implemented
to alert the public in the event conditions occur which could result
in failure of the dam.

Dale Engineering Company

oh on, President

Approved By: 4UWCol. W. M. Smith, JW
Date: New York District Engineer
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I
PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT
NATIONAL DAM SAFETY PROGRAM

LOCK 4 EMBANKMENT WATERFORD FLIGHT DAM I.D. NO NY 968
Mohawk River Basing Saratoga County, NY

SECTION 1: PROJECT INFORMATION

1.1 GENERAL

a. Authority

I Authority for this report is provided by the National Dam Inspection Act,
Public Law 92-367 of 1972. It has been prepared in accordance with a con-
tract for professional services between Dale Engineering Company and the
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

b. Purpose of Inspection

The purpose of this inspection is to evaluate the existing condition of
the Lock 4 Embankment Waterford Flight Dam and appurtenant structures,
owned by the New York State Department of Transportation, and to determine
if the dam constitutes a hazard to human life or property and to transmit
findings to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

I This Phase I inspection report does not relieve an Owner or Operator of a
dam of the legal duties, obligations or liabilities associated with the
ownership or operation of the dam. In addition, due to the limited scope
of services for these Phase I investigtions, the investigators had to rely
upon the data furnished to them. Therefore, this investigation is limited
to visual inspection, review of data prepared by others, and simplified
hydrologic, hydraulic and structural stability evaluations where appropri-
ate. The investigators do not assume responsibility for defects or defi-
ciencies in the dam or in the data provided.

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of Dam and Appurtenances

I Lock No. 4 at Waterford is one of a series of six locks located on the
Barge (Erie) Canal system which provides a navigation link between the
Hudson River near Troy at elevation 14 feet to the Mohawk River at an
elevation of 183 feet. The Lock No. 4 facility consists of a V-shaped dan
with the lock structure located at the point of the V. The right embank-
ment is approximately 1760 feet long while the left embankment is approxi-
mately 1100 feet long. The maximum height of the embankments is approxi-
mately 34 feet. A broad-crested weir spillway is located at the right
abutment of the right embankment. This spillway is approximately 100 feet
long and is constructed of concrete and masonry. The spillway allows
excess water which is discharged during the operation of the upstream
locks to flow from the impoundment through a bypass channel to the canal
downstream from the lock. The embankments at this facility are earthfill
structures with a concrete corewall which extends 4 feet into bedrock.

"11
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The slopes of the embankment are 1 vertical to 2 horizontal. The upstream
face of the embankment is protected by a 2 foot thick layer of rock riprap

I extending from the crest to the toe. The drainage area contributing to
the flow to Lock No. 4 is relatively small under normal conditions. The
main function of the embankment is to retain water for navigational pur-
poses in the canal. Flows from the Mohawk River are controlled by the up-
stream locks (Nos. 5 and 6) and by the Crescent Dam which forms the im-
poundment for the navigation channel above Lock No. 6.

I b. Location

The Lock No. 4 Embankment Waterford Flight Dam is located in the Town of
Waterford, Saratoga County, New York, approximately 1/2 mile northwest of
the Village of Waterford.

J c. Size Classification

The maximum height of the dam is approximately 34 feet. The storage
volume of the impoundment is approximately 250 acre feet to the top ofdam. Therefore, the dam is in the intermediate size classification asdefined by the Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams.

1 d. Hazard Classification

Several residential properties are located just beyond the toe of the dam.
Therefore, the dam is in the high hazard category as defined by the
Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams.

I e. Ownership

The dam is owned by the New York State Department of Transportation.

J Contact:

Waterways Maintenance Subdivision
New York State DOT
Building 5, Room 216
1220 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12232>1 Attention: Mr. Joseph Stellato
Telephone: (518) 457-4220

S Region 1:

New York State DOT
Region I Office
84 Holland Avenue
Albany, New York 12208
Attention: Mr. John Hulchanski
Telephone: (518) 474-6715

I
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The dam is used to maintain a water level for navigational use on the

Barge Canal.

g. Design and Construction History

The plans for Lock No. 4 of the Erie Canal are dated 1905. The facilities
are reputed to have been built between 1911 and 1915. The plans substan-
tially conform to the present configuration of the facility. No inforna-
tion is available regarding the design or construction history of this

J dam.

h. Normal Operational Procedures

The water level in the reservoir is maintained by the discharge from the
upstream locks. Excess flows are discharged through the spillway and its
bypass channel to a point downstream from the lock. The quantity of flow
through the impoundment is dependent on canal traffic and the number ofI lock operations which occur during a given time period. The facility is
under constant surveillance during the navigational season by personnel of
the Waterways Division of the New York State Department of Transportation.
The canal in this area is drained during the non-navigational season.

1.3 PERTINENT DATA

a. Drainage Area

The drainage area of the dam at Lock No. 4 is 0.25 square miles under
normal conditions. Under flood conditions, a portion of the flow from the
3455 square mile drainage basin of the Mohawk River above Crescent Dan may
contribute flow through the canal system.

b. Discharge at Dam Site

JNo discharge records are available for this site.

Ungated Spillway, Top of Dam 2890 CFS
Gated Drawdown * 870 CFS

c. Elevation (Barge Canal Datum) *

Top of Dam - Earthfill Section 123.0
Top of Dam - Masonry at the Lock 121.75
Spillway Crest 118.75
Canal Channel Grade at Lock 71.25

I
• Total flow through 4 foot wide x 5 foot high sluice gated opening and 5

foot wide stop plank opening fully open with reservoir at top of dam.j ** Barge Canal datum = USGS + 0.99 feet.

I1
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d. Reservoir

Length of Normal Pool 1050 feet

e. Storage

Top of Dam 250 Acre Feet
Spillway pool 195 Acre Feet

f. Reservoir Area

Top of Dam 15 acres
Spillway Pool 13.5 acres

g. Dam

Type - Earth embankment
Length - Right embankment: 1760 feet

Left embankment: 1100 feet
Height - 34 feet
Freeboard between normal reservoir and top of dam - 4.25 feet
Top width - 20 feet
Side slopes- 1 vertical: 2 horizontal
Zoning - 1st class embankment upstream portion

2nd class embankment downstream slope (see plans)
Impervious core - Concrete core wall
Grout Curtain - None

h. Spillway

Type - Uncontrolled weir with inclined crest and rounded downstream
corner.

Length - 100 feet
Crest elevation - 118.75
Gates - No gates on spillway
U/S Channel - Reservoir
D/S Channel - Bypass channel cut in rock

i. Reservoir Drain

One 4 foot wide x 5 foot high sluice gate invert 101
One 5 foot wide stop plank opening invert 101

4
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SECTION 2: ENGINEERING DATA

2.1 GEOTECHNICAL DATA

a. Geology

Lock 4 Embankment Waterford Flight Dam is located in the Hudson Valley
section of the Valley and Ridge Province. This is a part of the
Appalachian Highlands, the major physiographic division.

Bedrock outcroppings are present in the channel wall below the lower gate
of the Lock and in the walls and floor downstream of the spillway which is
located on the south side of the western end of the Lock basin. As shown
on the generalized geologic map in Appendix F, the dam (southwest corner
of map) is on Middle Ordovician Canajoharie Shale. This formation gen-
erally consists of a soft black carbonaceous, slightly calcareous, shaly
claystone. Specimens examined from waste located along the south bank
showed the material to be considerably sheared, obviously having been
subjected to deformation. Normally this material weathers easily, sar-
ticulates, and on moderate to steep slopes slumps readily. The sheared
nature of this shale would tend to exacerbate disarticulation and
slumping.

b. Subsurface Investigations

Plans from 1905 indicate that glacial clays and fine sand are overlying
the shale. The Lock was to be set in rock and the spillway was to be
concrete set on rock, as was seen in the field. Also, the plans indicate
that the earth subbase was to be grubbed and the dam core wall was to be
set in rock where present. Cross-sections of the north and south
enbankments indicate that the concrete core would be set in rock in sone
places, but in clay and fine sand where rock is not present.

There is no indication of the type of treatment, if any, that was to be
given to the non-rock base of the core wall, nor is there any indication
of any treatment to be given, if any, to the shale rock foundation of the
core wall. The shale is not susceptible to solution.

The contract plans included in Appendix F show the location of borings
along the length of the contract.

2.2 DESIGN RECORDS

No reports were available from the original design of the dam. The
pertinent plans are included in Appendix F.

2.3 CONSTRUCTION RECORDS

No information was available concerning the original construction of the
recent repairs to the spillway.

5
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2.4 OPERATIONAL RECORDS

There are no operational records available that are pertinent to the dan
safety aspects of this facility. No flow records are kept showingg discharge from the facility.

2.5 EVALUATION OF DATA

The data represented in this report was obtained from the New York State
Department of Transportation Waterways Division. The information avail-
able appears to be reliable and adequate for a Phase I inspection report.

6
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SECTION 3: VISUAL INSPECTION

3 3.1 FINDINGS

a. General

I The Lock 4 Embankment Waterford Flight Dam was inspected on May 1, 1981.
The Dale Engineering Company inspection team was accompanied by Al Ferris
and John Huntington of the New York State Department of Transportation
Waterways Division. During the inspection the weather was fair and the
water level in the impoundment was 119.25 feet.

b. Dam

The slopes and the crest of the right embankment of the dam are heavily
3 overgrown with trees and brush. Numerous woodchuck holes were detected

along the downstream slope. The crest of the right embankment is unifornc
ini section and no signs of settlement were detected. The slopes of the
embankment are uniform with no signs of sloughing or seepage. The area at
the toe of the right embankment was swamplike with wetland grasses pre-
vailing from the toe of the embankment to the bypass channelo located just
beyond the toe of the right embankment. This wet area could be caused by
either seepage or poor drainage of the area. Due to the heavy overgrowth
in this area, it was impossible to determine the source of the water. The
slopes of the earthen fill at the lock structure were similarly overgrown
with trees and brush. An excavation has been made in the earth slope at
the right side of the lock where it meets the right embankment. This ex-
cavation appears to have existed for a long period of time and no signs of
instability of the slopes were detected. The left embankment of the dam
is similarly overgrown with trees and brush on the slopes. A roadway
t-averses the crest of the dam for access to the lock. This roadway is
uniform in alignment and no signs of settlement were detected. The slopes
of the embankment are uniform and no sloughing or seepage was detected in
the inspection. A rural highway traverses along the toe of the embankment
and no signs of seepage were detected in this area. The upstream slopes
of both embankments are protected by a 2 foot thick layer of rock riprap.
This protection was observed to be in good condition at the top of the
slope. No observations were made below the water line due to the depth ofwater in the impoundment.

c. Spillway and Appurtenant Structures

The spillway, located at the right abutment of the right embankment, was
recently renovated and is in good condition. The spillway discharges
through a rock channel into a bypass channel which carries the excess flow

* into the canal below Lock No. 4. This channel was in good condition and
$ Ino signs of recent erosion were detected. Two outlet control structures

are located on the left abutment of the spillway. These facilities
consist of a 4 foot wide x 5 foot high sluice gate which may be used to
drain the impoundment, and a 5 foot wide stop plank opening which may
similarly be used to drain the facility. The operating mechanism on the

i7
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I
sluice gate was under repair at the time of the inspection. However, both

jthe stop plank structure and the sluice gate were in operating condition.

d. Reservoir Area

INo conditions were detected which would indicate areas of slope instabil-
ity in the reservoir area.

3.2 EVALUATION

The visual inspection revealed several deficiencies on this structure.
The following specific items were noted:

1. Woodchuck holes were detected on the downstream face of the embdnk-
ment.

2. The slopes and crest of the dam were heavily overgrown with trees and

brush so as to preclude close inspection of the facility.

3. A swampy area exists at the toe of the right embankment.

4. An excavation exists on the slope of the right embankment near Lock
No. 4.

8
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S I SECTION 4: OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

4.1 PROCEDURES

The water level in this impoundment is controlled to provide water for

navigational purposes in the Barge Canal System. The water level in the
impoundment is dependent upon the quantity of water being discharged from
the upstream locks. Lock No. 4 is manned around the clock during the
navigation season. The system is drained during those periods when the

~canal is closed.

4.2 MAINTENANCE OF THE DAM

Maintenance and operation of the facility is controlled by the New York
State Department of Transportation Waterways Maintenance Division. Water
levels are held at optimum level for navigational purposes. Conditions at
the site indicate that the facility has suffered somewhat from lack of

jmaintenance. No formalized inspection system is in effect at the
facility.

4.3 MAINTENANCE OF OPERATING FACILITIES

Both the gates at the spillway and the operating facilities at the lock
are in operating condition and well maintained.

I 4.4 DESCRIPTION OF WARNING SYSTEM

1 No warning system is in effect at present.

4.5 EVALUATION

jThe dam and appurtenances are normally inspected by personnel from the
New York State of Department of Transportation Waterways Division although
the inspection procedure is not formalized. The following specific itemsIshould be addressed by the Owner:

1. A formalized inspection system should be adopted so that changing
conditions which might affect the safety of the facility can be
readily identified.

2. A flood warning and emergency evacuation system should be implemented
to alert the public should conditions occur which could result in
failure of the dam.

I9
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SECTION 5: HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC

5.1 DRAINAGE AREA CHARACTERISTICS

The dam at Lock No. 4 is located in Waterford, New York. Lock No. 4 is
one of a series of locks on the Erie Barge Canal System connecting the
Mohawk and Hudson Rivers. Under normal conditions, the contributing
drainage area for the dam at Lock No. 4 consists of only about 145 acres
and extends upstream to the vicinity of Lock No. 6 at the Mohawk River.
However, under high flood flowi, flood waters discharging down the Mohawk
River may overtop the structure at Lock No. 6 and flow down this section
of the canal system to Lock No. 4.

5.2 ANALYSIS CRITERIA

The purpose of this investigation is to evaluate the dam and spillway with
respect to their flood control potential and adequacy. This has been
assessed through the evaluation of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) for
the watershed and the subsequent routing of the flood through the reser-
voir and the dam's spillway system. The PMF event is that hypothetical
flow induced by the most critical combination of precipitation, minimum
infiltration loss and concentration of run-off of a specific location that
is considered reasonably possible for a particular drainage area.

The flood flows for Lock No. 4 were determined using published values for
the PMF and 1/2 PMF on the Mohawk River and assessing the relationship of
flood flows through the canal system to flood heights on the Mohawk. Due
to the limited scope of this Phase I investigation, certain assumptions,
based on experience and existing data, were used in this analysis and in
the determination of the dam's spillway capacity to pass the PMF. In the
event that the dam could not pass 1/2 the Probable Maximum Flood without
overtopping, additional analyses are to be performed on potential dam
failures if the dam is designated as a High Hazard Classification. This
process was done with the concept that, if the dam was unable to satisfy
this criteria, further refined hydrologic investigations would be
required.

Under normal conditions, the structure at Lock No. 6 prevents flood flows
from the Mohawk River from passing down this section of the canal. How-
ever, high flood flows on the Mohawk River may result in overtopping of
this structure and flood flows passing down the canal. In order to deter-
mine the magnitude of the flood flows passing down the canal under the
PMF, a discharge rating curve was developed for the structure at Lock
No. 6 and combined with the rating curve for Crescent Dam presented in the
Phase I Inspection Report for Crescent Dam (Reference 19). Based on the
peak discharges for the PMF and 1/2 PMF at Crescent Dam published in "In-
Depth Inspection and Evaluation of Needs for Rehabilitation of Crescent
and Vischer Ferry Dams" (Reference 20), the height of overtopping of the
structure at Lock No. 6 and the accompanying flood discharge through the
canu. system was computed.

The flows computed at Lock No. 6 were adopted without change for Lock
No. 4. Since the drainage area upstream of Crescent Dam is approximately
3455 square miles and the drainage area between Lock No. 4 and the Mohawk
River at Crescent Dam is only about 0.25 square miles, the error involved
with this assumption is insignificant.

10
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The flood storage area provided between the spillway crest and the top of
dam at Lock No. 4 is small in comparison to the volume of water passing
the dam under the 1/2 PMF and PMF. Therefore, any attenuation of the
flood hydrograph resulting from this storage was neglected and the flood
elevations resulting from the 1/2 PMF and PMF are essentially a function
of the discharge capacity of the spillway and appurtenant structures
only.

I The peak for the PMF inflow hydrograph at Crescent Dam on the Mohawk River
was 568,000 cfs and the 1/2 PMF inflow peak was 285,000 cfs. Under these
conditions 35,340 cfs at the PMF peak and 8260 cfs of the 1/2 PMF peak1would overtop the structure at Lock No. 6 and pass down the canal system.

5.3 SPILLWAY CAPACITY

I The spillway is an uncontrolled weir with an inclined crest and rounded
downstream corner. The 100 foot long spillway has a discharge capacity at
the top of dam elevation of 2890 cfs.

SPILLWAY CAPACITY

Flood Peak Discharge Capacity as % of Flood Discharge

PMF 35,340 cfs 8%
1/2 PMF 8,260 cfs 35%

5.4 RESERVOIR CAPACITY

The reservoir storage capacity was estimated from the plans included in
Appendix F. The resulting estimates of the reservoir storage capacity are
shown below:

Top of Dam 250 Acre Feet

Spillway Crest 195 Acre Feet

J 5.5 FLOODS OF RECORD

There is no information on flood levels at the dam site.

1 5.6 OVERTOPPING POTENTIAL

The hydrologic/hydraulic analysis indicates that the earth embankment will
be overtopped as follows:

Flood Maximum Depth Over Dam

PMF 3.0 Feet
1/2 PMF 0.7 Feet

1
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I
Overtopping of the earthen embankment under the 1/2 PMF could lead to
serious erosion and eventual failure of the embankment. It is probable
that failure of the northern embankment would inundate the residences
located directly downslope from this embankment, causing a significant
increase in the hazard to loss of life from that which would exist just
prior to the overtopping failure.

5.7 EVALUATION

The hydrologic/hydraulic analysis establishes the spillway capacity as 8%
of the Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) and 35% of the 1/2 PMF. The dam will
be overtopped by 3.0 feet by the PMF and 0.7 feet under the 1/2 PMF.
Failure of the earthen embankment could be caused by this overtopping
under the 1/2 PMF, significantly increasing the downstream hazard to loss
of life from that which would exist just prior to the overtopping failure.
Therefore, the spillway is assessed as seriously inadequate according to
the Corps of Engineers' screening criteria.

I
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SECTION 6: STRUCTURAL STABILITY

6.1 EVALUATION OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY

a. Visual Observations

Lock No. 4 is located some 1200 feet downstream (easterly) from Lock
No. 5. The water impounding area for the upper pool level for Lock No. 4
is created by earthen embankment sections which generally form the north-
erly and southerly limits, the structure for Lock No. 5 and a related
embankment which establishes the wetterly limit, and the structure for
Lock No. 4 which establishes the astern limit. The water impounding area
has a variable width between the locks, with the maximum distance being
on the order of 1000 feet. The 3hipping channel between locks, which is
bordered by two concrete dock sv'uctui.es up to 200 feet apart, passes
through the center of the impout1ed area.

The spillway for the impourciment Is a 100 foot long concrete structure
located neLr the southwest corner of the impounding area. The spillway's
downstream channel generally follows along a route paralleling the length
of the lock area's southe.-n embankment.

The spillway has a stepped downstream face. Rock is exposed in the down-
stream channel immediately below the spillway and it appears that the
spillway structure bears on rock. Flow was occurring over this spillway
at the time of the inspection and the condition of the concrete in this
structure could not be accurately evaluated. The spillway appears to be
stable with no indications of misalignment or other structural movements,
nor significant loss of section noted. The spillway abutments similarly
appear structurally stable, although some deterioration of the surface
concrete has occurred near the water line.

The earthen embankment sections appear to be in good structural condition,
with no indication of misalignment, sloughing or seepage noted. The
downstream slope of the southern embankment is heavily overgrown with
trees and brush. A marsh-like surface exists adjacent to the downstream
toe area of the southern embankment near the location of Lock No. 4. It
appears that this condition is due to stagnant land drainage related to
periodic overflow of a shallow downstream spillway channel, although it
could represent embankment-lock seepage.

The walls for Lock No. 4 appear structurally stable, although the exposed
concrete wall surfaces have experienced spalling and deterioration,
particularly at locations of horizontal and vertical joints. The down-
stream face of the Lock's downstream left abutment is experiencing seepage
which possibly enters from the Lock through the gate mechanism behind the
abutment wall.

b. Design and Construction Data

No information regarding the structural stability of the spillway or em-
bankment sections has been made available. The existing facility substan-
tially conforms to the information indicated by the drawings included in

13
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Appendix F . These plans indicate the concrete spillway structure is
situated on rock. The spillway has a maximum height of about 12 feet at
the left (easterly) abutment. The foundation rock slopes upward from the
spillway's left abutment towards the right abutment. Rock was excavated

*for the westerly segment of the spillway to obtain a constructed spillway
section at least 4 feet, approximately, in height.

The design plans indicate the earthen embankments are constructed with a
concrete core wall which penetrates below the base elevation of the em-
bankment section. It is not certain which sections of embankment have the
core wall extending into rock. The water impounding side of the embank-
ments are estabilished at a slope of 2 horizontal to 1 vertical with a
"wash wall" for protection against erosion. The downstream sides are
constructed at a slope of 2:1 for the upper sections, and flattening to
3:1 and 4:1 for the lower sections.

c. Operating Records

Operating and maintenance records relating to this facility have not been
obtained. It is understood that the New York State Department of Trans-
portation does perform periodic inspections of all lock facilities under
their jurisdiction, and plan programs for repair and maintenance for the
facilities'most in need of repairs.

d. Post Construction Changes

No information has been obtained to indicate that post-construction
changes for components of the lock facilities have been undertaken. Per-
sonnel of the New York State Department of Transportation accompanying the
inspection team did indicate that the spillway structure was rehabilitated
including the provision of a gunite/shotcrete surfacing in 1976.

e. Seismic Stability

Due to deformation, bedding orientation of the shale is variable. The

strike ranges from N40-600E and the dip ranges from 450 to 80° southeast.

As shown on the geologic map in Appendix F, numerous faults exist in the
area. Both thrust and strike-slip faults are common. The thrust plate
located a short distance to the west of the Lock is a plate pushed into
the area from its original position to the east. It is actually a plate
of older material overlying younger rock. The fault line shown merely
represents the edge of a plate remnant and does not represent a fault zone
that extends into the subsurface. No known fault is present in the vicin-
ity of the dam and no earthquake activity has been recorded in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the dam.

Although the area is located within Zone 2 of the Seismic Probability Map,
there is a potential for damage equivalent to a Zone 3 designation. The
inherrent weakness of shale, high ductility, should be recognized when
considering deformation.

1
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I Earthquakes record in the area are tabulated below:

Date Intensity-Modified Mercalli Location Relative to Dam

1847 II 11 miles SW
1877 II 11 miles W
1888 Ill 11 miles W
1907 IV 16 miles W
1916 IV-V 17 miles WNW
1955 V 11 miles NW
1958 IV 12 miles SW
1972 Il 11 miles W

6.2 STRUCTURAL STABILITY ANALYSIS

Drawings included in Appendix F show the plan layout for the lock facility
and structural cross-sections for the spillway and earthen embankments,but do not include specific engineering information on the properties ofthe materials of construction and the site's foundations, nor stability

analysis.

As part of the present investigation, stability evaluations have been
performed for the spillway section. Actual properties of the spillway's
construction materials and foundations were not determined as part of this
study; where information on properties were necessary for computations but
lacking, assumptions felt to be practical were made. Analyses have been
performed for a section adjacent to the left (east) abutment (the location
where the spillway section has the greatest height because of the low
elevation of the foundation rock) and for a section near the midlength of
the spillway.

The loading conditions studied were for: (i) an impounded water pool at
the spillway crest, (ii) the pool at the 1/2 PMF level, (iii) the pool at
the PMF level, and (iv) the pool level at the spillway crest with seismic
effects included.

The analysis indicates that the spillway structure possesses adequate sta-
bility against overturning and sliding when subjected to loading condi-
tions occurring during normal summer operations (impounded water level at
the spillway crest). Marginally adequate stability is indicated for the
case of the normal summer operations condition with seismic effects in-
cluded. Inadequate stability against the effects of overturning is indi-
cated for the condition of the 1/2 PMF loading case, and for the PMF load-
ing case. (According to the Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection
of Dams, unsatisfactory stability exists when the actor of safety is less
than unity; and where the resultant of forces acting on the structural
section is located outside the middle third of the base, tensile stresses
would develop in the section, a condition which is structurally undesir-able.)

I1 15
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The results of the analysis are summarized in the tables on the next two
pages. The stability computations are presented in Appendix E.

Critical to the analysis and resulting indication of stability are the
items of uplift water pressure acting on the base of the dam and the rela-
tive permeability of the site's foundation rock. For the "normal opera-
tions" case, the analysis uplift force was based on a full headwater
hydrostatic pressure acting on the dam's upstream corner and a zero tail-
water hydrostatic pressure acting on the dam's downstream corner. Uplift
pressures were assumed to vary linearly between the dam's upstream and
downstream corners, and to act upon 100 percent of the dam base. The
resulting uplift force represents a condition that is significant to indi-
cations of instability. Uplift as computed for the normal operating con-
dition was also assigned to the flood conditions studied, assuming that
uplift pressures would not increase significantly over a relatively short
flood stage time period because of expected low foundation rock permea-
bi ity.

Further investigation is recommended for the spillway structure, with the
thought that methods to improve the stability of the spillway will have to
be developed. Because of the influence on structural stability, addition-
al studies should include evaluation of uplift pressures which act upon
the base of the spillway. The engineering properties of the foundation
rock should also be determined, in order to analyze resistance to dis-
placement and obtain data relative to providing an anchorage system for
the spillway section.

The concrete core-earthen embankment sections appear structurally stable.
The downstream face of the south embankment is overgrown with trees and
brush which interferes with accessibility to the slope for inspecting for
seepage or other structurally significant conditions which would require
corrective/remedial work. It is recommended that trees and heavy brush be
removed to: permit the establishment of an erosion resistant grass or
other ground cover, to remove the danger that a storm condition could
uproot trees creating the opportunity for erosion, and to permit inspec-
tions of the slope which will readily identify signs of embankment seep-
age, sloughing, etc.

The concrete left abutment for the downstream gate of Lock No. 4 indicates
an ongoing seepage condition. This condition should be investigated.
Similarly, the extent and effect of deterioration noted for the lock walls
should be investigated.

16
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SECTION 7: ASSESSMENT/REMEDIAL MEASURES

7.1 DAM ASSESSMENT

a. Safety

The Phase I Inspection of the Lock 4 Embankment Waterford Flight Dam did
not indicate conditions which would constitute an immediate hazard to
human life or property.

The hydrologic/hydraulic analysis indicates that the spillway will pass
only 8 percent of the PMF. The dam will be overtopped by 3 feet and 0.7
feet by the PMF and 1/2 PMF, respectively. The failure of the dam during
the 1/2 PMF event would significantly increase the downstream hazard from
that which would exist just prior to failure of the dam. The spillway
capacity, therefore, is assessed as seriously inadequate.

The structural stability analysis indicates unsatisfactory stability would
result from loadings which could occur under the Probable Maximum Flood
(PMF) and 1/2 PMF events.

The following specific safety assessment is based on the Phase I visual
examination, analysis of hydrology/hydraulics, and structural stability
analysis.

1. The slopes and crest of the dam were heavily overgrown with trees and
brush so as to preclude close inspection of the facility.

2. A swampy area exists at the toe of the right embankment. This condi-
tion could indicate seepage from the dam or poor local drainage.

3. Woodchuck holes were detected on the downstream face of the
embankment.

4. An excavation has been made on the slope of the right embankment near
the opening into Lock No. 4.

5. No formalized inspection system is presently in effect at the
facility.

6. No warning system is presently in effect to alert the public should
conditions occur which could result in failure of the dam.

b. Adequacy of Information

The information available is adequate for this Phase I Investigation.

19
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C. Urgency

The Owner should immediately implement a program of surveillance during
heavy rainfall conditions. Within three months, a flood warning and emer-
gency evacuation plan should be implemented. The remaining items set
forth in the safety assessment should be addressed by the Owner and appro-
priate improvements and repairs should be performed within 12 months of
this notification. The recommended investigations should begin within
3 months and the remedial work determined by these investigations should
be completed within 18 months.

d. Need for Further Investigation

A structural stability investigation should be performed to determine the
characteristics of uplift forces acting on the dam, the properties of the
existing dam and foundation, and the effect of these conditions on the
stability of the dam. Remedial work should be undertaken depending on the
results of this investigation.

A detailed hydrologic/hydraulic analysis to more accurately determine site
specific characteristics of the watershed should be undertaken to deter-
mine the necessary measures to provide adequate spillway capacity. The
remedial work necessary to provide this capacity should be undertaken de-
pending on the results of this investigation.

7.2 RECOMENDED MEASURES

The following is a list of recommended measures to be completed within 12
months:

1. The slopes and crest of the dam should be cleared of trees and brush
and a suitable sod cover established to provide easy access for
inspection of the facility.

2. The swampy area at the toe of the right embankment should be drained
and a system of drainage ditches should be established to allow
inspection of the area. This area should then be examined for signs
of seepage.

3. Appropriate steps should be taken to eliminate woodchucks from the
embankments and the burrows should be filled.

4. The excavation on the slope of the right embankment near the opening
into Lock No. 4 should be filled, and the slope restored to its
original shape.

5. A formalized inspection system should be initiated to develop data on
the conditions and maintenance operations at the facility.

6. A flood warning and emergency evacuation system should be implemented
to alert the public in the event conditions occur which could result
in failure of the dam.
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2. Earth slope at
the left side of

4 Lock No. 4.

3. Top of rightI embankment.

J4. Slope of left
abutment.
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I5. Spillway located at the end of right embankment.
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I 6. By-pass channel below spillway.
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9. Excavated area at the junction of theI right uzibankment and the earth slope of the lock.
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10. Right vail of Lock No. 4 shoving

deteriorated joints in concrete.
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11. Minor seepage through concrete at left
vail of downstream lock gate.

1 12. Residences near toe of left embanloent.
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13-15-3(9/80)

VISUAL INSPECTION CHECKLISTI
1) Basic Data

a. General

Name of Dam LOCX 4' & 'vTE# ir W4TF.,cD F Pf ,U- .p9tr-,

I Fed. I.D. # N V 147' DEC Dam No.

River Basin A46H4W IK

Location: Town W4 _re-.4,zfm County .59 7"a4T,4

Stream Name M040NWo I lr,: (8,Ec.e.: C.,,,4L

Tributary of .,' e Po'$, LE.-

Latitude (N) a - I42 . I Longitude (W) 73- '1 7

Type of Dam Fa0Ai7 W KILL

Hazard Category &A' M

Date(s) of Inspection MM9 I /'/

Weather Conditions F*IL 5-

Reservoir Level at Time of Inspection ,. ZS

b. Inspection Personnel .0A62 J. I.c'. t.. D.. F '%NFeWr%

1- ,V40%'C*TT- - DA* AM ftuaW~t*& L_~. i FX4JLA.A j(S~

c. Persons Contacted (Including Address & Phone No.)

-. £.CO O-.,-. ,F.S , ,,? ~'-6'

i4LAHM MV. '7, o

I d. History:

Date Constructed . ? / //' Date(s) Reconstructed

Designer " I4.L4AE.

Constructed By V A tc u.Ie4

1 Owner maGw YgO&M &rem~ Depr dp F 4MS*A4ixLOW

I



93-15-3(9/80)

2) Embankment

a. Characteristics

(1) Embankment Material 1E4.T .FsL,- .Sr t T" S- S4,$ .Ab,

1401eIft &OO so"~. LeB4M'u --Tm 49F LOA4Wt.4W&P 4C 7O T9~d1 0=

(2) Cutoff Type eo&.L..nv-= &Aq,& w*& - ?6., e ' 44

(3) Impervious Core dd"Cfe-&r e.v c -- ,

(4) Internal Drainage System NO up

(5) Miscellaneous A1/

b. Crest

(1) Vertical Alignment UAI IZPAW AO iPW ,4Li

£9tL 5PiSPL~,M r Nor. .

(2) Horizontal Alignment P L F - ff.e N-O M1SjL4MA44 A't%&

(3) Surface Cracks y os V e0 a'PD

(4) Miscellaneous el ._ r  Rm5R5'JArM 0,M o .e4r.w

c. Upstream Slope

(1) Slope (Estimate) (V:H) 7-.

(2) Undesiruble.Growth or Debris, Animal Burrows 7eA 4 f Wt r

(3) Sloughing, Subsidence or Depressions OVIO *004 0Ore_



I
i d Dwntram loe $i *1R N

(4) Slope Protection - ' V:#) J: 4 T # £IJ*' W -' .IA

3 {3 Sluhig Subsdenc or D eprsion R&= (FM

(5) Surface Cracks or Movement at Toe A0' V .RS tEf

d. Downstream Slope (S. T'V'eAL crgtr

(1) Slope (Estimate - V:H) 'Z rR 174t 1:3 MI I Y'. I '-Y 4r

1 (2) Undesirable Growth or Debris, Animal Burrows Blan4ket W-tT

V&&S 404P n 3an#4. SEgMA4.4. Woqe C CI C* u ,.

(3) Sloughing, Subsidence or Depressions tJ&jP 6eL-A. At

I (4) Surface Cracks or Movement at Toe Ac..1 dI E s-W,,

II

1(5) Seepage C-'.TXfSwtjF U)LT fttA 147 7-0r a;: 0c,'fr

JWMAff~k4&:0? I!VJLP 19C ISO&L OWFOC~ R00W4

I A 9&SntfUC EWiPGgO P 5 t0 P 44

(6) External Drainage System (Ditches, Trenches; Blanket) /.& P$ *UIe't(

6w Zelt-Ir eM64 taA4L*~r T-M4Mg~ ugr*

j AiTC4 tJLOhts PO4LL CL. rAj>W4i'

(7) Condition Around Outlet Structure 4ge' d6.4O5?tft, . &r4WfI

1 (8) Seepage Beyond Toe A96vSi4 FoU-

e. Abutments - Embankment Contact

. ... -. ~ .... ...



I 93-15-3(9/80

(1) Erosion at Contact PO ME r 4 Bt4 P

(2) Seepage Along Contact IOM 1E owwou l P

3) Drainage System

a. Description of System 610 X/_

b. Condition of System P/4

c. Discharge from Drainage System A//

4) Instrumentation (Momumentation/Surveys, Observation Wells, Weirs,
Piezometers, Etc.) A I



93-15-3(9/80)

5) Reservoir

a. Slopes 'rV4W24- 5LOP s " o S*.

&P IWTASILwr

b. Sedimentation NO .51c Alt j: 4Ic 4T . _41747 . (
PdT)

c. Unusual Conditions Which Affect Dam

6) Area Downstream of Dam

a. Downstream Hazard (No. of Homes, Highways, etc.) . fe ,4G /404A

b. Seepage, Unusual Growth NO S".r P9Cff O69SW4JE1J

c. Evidence of Movement Beyond Toe of Dam ear. E

d. Condition of Downstream Channel Cj4MME£d Sft*W 6OWmWFd4U

S~~iL.4J WA4-' LIQ GicjT C&P~LT44 Alb, ZEAZ7, EftM I-v.

7) Spillway(s) (Including Discharge Conveyance Channel)

a. General SA.AJ.'*YT DISCOAQ4.6 S ThEF- Lej-sa rLO.2

A& L I -

b. Condition of Service Spillway 4Iji ukAwJ9 6-f ce.peyIdP

5n&r PFr 47- &WA d. e Z, uICI ,4TE

OPE41A(M4. -SO#Eu CeAe-jr ,lc4 OX C.O'eWp'7M ory

154PP Ps A - 0 FW O sIAAC,. (SePoV'



93-15-3(9/80)

c. Condition of Auxiliary Spillway No -

d. Condition of Discharge Conveyance Channel (.L .4PE EL

uca.uj sceutcra 43plL. U)44J ou jb Q~.-

pio MjrgA] 0 rL iver.~ E. F- Za oI PETW~rTE C

8) Reservoir Drain/Outlet *i) 4diV' €Si4 H A.jaca

Type: Pipe Conduit __Other%5'tcyiP STOP P.#u OFws-ci, .

Material: Concrete Metal Other 2.',eup_ SThP PymwLan.

Size: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Length I. L.
Invert Elevations: Entrance i0 .0 Exit 401.0

Physical Condition (Describe): Unobservable .uPTtSA*#^

Material: Q4 - - e4TE S14JW4 47-ft&

Joints: Alignment A(O MA ''ftUOAAWvg7•
Structural Integrity: N6 Z) ,u& OF STeOUCTQ RAL.

I Wro I T%' 03~y ,T&

Hydraulic Capability:

Means of Control: Gate _ Valve Uncontrolled

Operation: Operable ____ Inoperable _ Other

Present Condition (Describe)€:fig" or- zt-vee ev*ri-

Pp 01 U0M4% 60 A, ,PW 0 4P44C0.

-.- .



9) Structural - LaCr SLRA TUE5

a. Concrete Surfaces jda*&.ar SVZtFMC9. /A d-

Jo,-O (' ~a P~atos)
I

b. Structural Cracking AIOAO *31 0,,,S1t,,Paxee C* ,0,O.

I
c. Movement - Horizontal & Vertical Alignment (Settlement)

Ala ME OISaRnP.

d. Junctions with Abutments or Embankments C..e ID C4 ".09QIW"4

No afigaaa. t 6L- OTHM AVtID~eACw OF- I c54

e. Drains - Foundation, Joint, Face Loc.r. Pf(5ey*A& .TQ"M..5IA

I
f. Water Passages, Conduits, Sluices 6 r-

g. Seepage or Leakage At'EO A4V 0F CA . -4 Q I

I ao- a5LP A w W - LL 7" LE- "

I

I
I



h. Joints - Construction, etc. 5e g a..

i. Foundation Udr 69&r&4 / Z.P

1. Abutments dF I

k. Control Gates ALA. LoCK. Le jgP^A-*.T' IN ""V

da. ,DTr Aw D auW L. .

l. Approach & Outlet Channels C *i4q L - 6f ew P C. a!'7w-.

m. Energy Dissipators (Plunge Pool, etc.) 1U4F.

n. Intake Structures No05__ .

Stability No AuIJ | &Ci O JT2Ljr#&j4t.. rY

PAW5cLreP 10 PC -CIA c.P.

p. Miscellaneous



t3-15-3( 9/80)

10) Appurtenant Structures (Power House, Lock, Gatehouse, Other)

a. Description and Condition V AT qeeUC.

11 prto Proceue (Lak Le l Regulat7'Wion):

I&6 " -lL mgmP~m~f Cui~ sr-N

IOA'PSHS E -. w a-gm gc e .c~e
IU- F'rx9^'-u 41( g
IMN(t r fg f*jWcIiE- M o4df&*I4

1ST 2 T
FIOs S - Sd46eILWf' H

11 Dr4ti&T Pro cr (Lk evlReuato)
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APPENDIX C

I HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC, ENGINEERING DATA AND COMPUTATIONS

I
I
I
I
I
I
*
I
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I

I CHECK LIST FOR DAM
HY-DROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC

i I ENGINEERING DATA

U AREA-CAPACITY DATA:

Elevation Surface Area Storage Capacity3 (ft.) (acres) (acre-ft.)

I 1) Top of Dam ISO__________

2) Design High Water
(Max. Design Pool) _/_ __

1 3) Auxiliary Spillway
Crest _ _A_-- --

4) Pool Level with
Flashboards ____._. _ _"

5) Service Spillway _ " -

Crest (1__'_" \_ __ 190

DISCHARGES
Volume
(efs)

I ) Average Daily ,, A

2) Spillway 0 Maximum High Water Co O t to _ _ _

3) Spillway @ Design High Water NO

4) Spillway @ Auxiliary Spillway Crest Elevation A

5) Low Level Outlet %/10 h ays\ 1 o o 4o.w)

6) Total (of all facilities) @ Maximum High Water 1760

7) Maximum Known Flood

I 8) At Time of Inspection 10 IL

I
1



Ia

E CREST: ELEVATION: .{3

Type: Ca,,x ,A,*V (.. rt t e ..e

I Width: _ 0 Length: 050 PT

Location Ner d klef.. .

I SPILLWAY:

PRINCIPAL EMERGENCY

NJ)A Elevation \ 5

j Type
O.joAed6' eo ror

Width 10 ,-

I Type of Control

_ _ _ _ _ Uncontrolled _

Control led:

___Type

-(Fiashboards; gate)

INumber
Size/Length

I Invert Material

Anticipated Length
of operating service NA

Chute Length A/A
1_ _ __ _ Height Between Spillway Crest t g y-

& Approach Channel InvertI (Weir Flow) -

Ir

1
.I



I HYDROMETEROLOG ICAL GAGES:
Type ?Jor~e. 4- 4Q

I Location:

Records:

Date-

Max. Reading-

I FLOOD WATER CONTROL SYSTEM:
Warning System: No,9 teo

Method of Controlled Releases (mechanisms):

Ik Y, g4~ b O A g%1X O tQ a l

IS
Ii9



-1 4

I DRAINAGE AREA: 140

DRAINAGE BASIN R,.:OFF CHARACTERISTICS:

Land Use - Type: ... .

I Terrain - Relief: M AercAQla S -ee o .cA-eep

1 Surface - Soil: N ek Y_ A, q

Runoff Potential (existing or planned extensive alterations to existing
(surface or subsurface conditions)

Potential Sedimentation problem areas (natural or man-made; present or future)

Potential Backwater problem areas for levels at maximum storage capacity
Including surcharge storage:

1 Dikes - Floodwalls (overflow & non-overflow ) - Low reaches along the
Reservoir perimeter:

I Location: NJA

Elevation:

Reservoir:

J Length @ Maxi.i,, Pool 0. (Miles)

Length of Shoreline (@ Spillway Crest) Od 6 (Miles)I
I

-I
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